Incremental Hash-Bit Learning for Semantic Image Retrieval in Nonstationary Environments.
Images are uploaded to the Internet over time which makes concept drifting and distribution change in semantic classes unavoidable. Current hashing methods being trained using a given static database may not be suitable for nonstationary semantic image retrieval problems. Moreover, directly retraining a whole hash table to update knowledge coming from new arriving image data may not be efficient. Therefore, this paper proposes a new incremental hash-bit learning method. At the arrival of new data, hash bits are selected from both existing and newly trained hash bits by an iterative maximization of a 3-component objective function. This objective function is also used to weight selected hash bits to re-rank retrieved images for better semantic image retrieval results. The three components evaluate a hash bit in three different angles: 1) information preservation; 2) partition balancing; and 3) bit angular difference. The proposed method combines knowledge retained from previously trained hash bits and new semantic knowledge learned from the new data by training new hash bits. In comparison to table-based incremental hashing, the proposed method automatically adjusts the number of bits from old data and new data according to the concept drifting in the given data via the maximization of the objective function. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms existing stationary hashing methods, table-based incremental hashing, and online hashing methods in 15 different simulated nonstationary data environments.